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We are grateful to professionals from the BLISKO counseling center for expert support
in creating these manuals.
Parenting is a goodbye stretched over time, a constant change. It starts with childbirth, first separation, then there are
their own steps, first night away from home, first vacation, going to college, moving out... These changes often happen in
leaps and bounds, change is basically the only constant part of life. It is worth looking for a mitigation strategy for these
sudden life changes, for both young and old ones. This first separation, the separation of one human being from another, is
an extraordinary moment. These beginnings are a time when it is sometimes extremely hard to believe that someone who
was in your belly a moment ago now flaps their legs, has a face, voice and is a separate person.
Co-sleeping, kangaroo caring and babywearing are parts of a strategy that can be used to relieve stress for all parties
involved in this family revolution. “Better put that baby down, before you spoil him!” can be heard by almost every parent
who carries a baby around in a sling or a carrier. But it is like saying that you can spoil a fish by letting it swim. That little
someone who spent months in their mother’s belly was rocked, rocked and cuddled all the time. Coming into the world is
a real shock for a child. Suddenly a huge space all around him, cold, loud and bright, no familiar and steady heartbeat close
by, no idea what to do with their arms, legs and head.
In a sling, and then in a baby carrier, a toddler returns to what he or she knows and what is a truly safe place for them. It is
tight, and close, he or she can hear your heartbeat, can cuddle up, hide from the noise and bright light, and at the same time
they can explore the world from this safe place, accompany their parents and caregivers in their daily activities. There is
still plenty to be learnt about human development, but we already know that a safe bond with an adult constitutes a secure
basis for development. Safe, that is, confident, close, affectionate, caring and committed. Babywearing supports building
of such a bond.
The child can cuddle up, feel the familiar smell and warmth, and at the same time explore the surroundings and learn this
amazing world more and more boldly. For parents, carrying in slings and carriers allows to combine closeness with a child
together with everyday activities. Adapting to this new role with two hands free is a completely different quality of life.
And when there is already an older child at home, the parent becomes more accessible to him or her, which supports a
gentle way to get used to the presence of siblings. And all these threats and good pieces of advice from grandmothers,
aunts, neighbors and uncles? You can thank them for their concern and do your part, science is on your side.
Joanna Michałowska
I am a cultural expert, psychologist and certified cognitive-behavioral psychotherapist, lover of
acceptance-and-commitment therapy as well as compassion-based therapy, which are the foundation
in my relations with a client. For seven years I have been conducting individual psychotherapy for adults,
I support ad hoc in crisis moments. I also run consultations and workshops for parents. The basis of my
work with parents is the theory of attachment and intimacy parenting together with the belief that
people are always doing the best they can. I co-run a counseling center for families “BLISKO”, bringing
together professionals who like people.

Magda Golińska - Domalążek
Children’s physiotherapist NDT Bobath and Sensory Integration
In my work with young people, I focus on a sense of security. I am deeply convinced that a lot can be
achieved with children through play, supporting them in therapy and exercises, using methods that do
not make them cry, and at the same time work effectively. Working with young people is what really
drives me. I consider myself lucky because I simply like what I do, and I enjoy being with children. During
the meetings, I listen carefully to the needs of both parents and children, I accompany them always
trying to find solutions that will be compatible with the intimacy parenting stream. Just. Humanly.
Together. I am also a Certified Adviser of ClauWi babywearing and I consider babywearing to be a
great combination of caring for the proper development of a child and at the same time building a close
relationship with them. Physical development is a topic that I have been exploring for years and I am constantly gaining additional
qualifications. I want to know more, know better, be closer and support you more.

Psychotherapy

BLISKO

Children’s rehabilitation

Family support clinic

SI therapy

Maćka z Bogdańca 7

Speech therapy

92-411 Łódź

Dietetics

Tel. 883-586-634

Hand therapy
Urogynecological rehabilitation
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IMPORTANT! PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL
CAREFULLY AND KEEP IT FOR THE FUTURE
USE.
Thank you for choosing the Keiki Hug carrier ☺
We hope that it will give you many moments of closeness and facilitate daily care of your child.
Our company has been on the market since 2016 and over these years we have been in close
cooperation with various experts: babywearing advisers, physiotherapists, orthopedists and
child psychologists. This manual originated from our long-standing practice in designing of
carriers, numerous conversations and meetings with parents as well as personal experience in
babywearing.
For the sake of your comfort and safety, please read this manual carefully before using the
carrier.
WARNING!
CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR YOUR CHILD IN ORDER TO MAKE SURE THAT MOUTH
AND NOSE ARE NOT COVERED.
WARNING!
IN THE CASE OF CHILDREN BORN PREMATURELY, WITH LOW BIRTH WEIGHT AND
CHILDREN WITH MEDICAL AILMENTS, CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE USING
THE PRODUCT.
WARNING!
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FALLING OUT, MAKE SURE THE CHILD IS SAFELY PLACED
IN THE CARRIER.
WARNING!
! YOUR BALANCE MAY BE DISTURBED BY YOUR OWN MOVEMENTS AS WELL AS
YOUR CHILD’S
! BE CAREFUL WHEN BENDING AND LEANING OUT
! THIS CARRIER IS NOT SUITABLE FOR SPORTING ACTIVITIES
! KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT AND FIRE WHILE WEARING. BEWARE OF HOT DRINKS
NEAR YOUR CHILD. DO NOT COOK WHEN YOU HAVE A BABY IN A CARRIER - THERE
IS A RISK OF BURNING YOUR CHILD AND YOURSELF.
! BEFORE EACH USE CHECK THAT THE CARRIER OR ITS PARTS ARE NOT DAMAGED.
IN THE EVENT OF A DEFECT, DISCONTINUE USING THE CARRIER.
The soft carrier meets the safety standard PN-EN 16512: 2018-11E
•

For the first time, you can try to put on the carrier without a child, practicing movements and adjustments.

•

Remember that the first attempts of putting the carrier on and adjusting it are the most time-consuming
and require concentration, but after properly adjusting the carrier, further steps only take a few seconds :)

•

We suggest that the first attempts to put your child in take place with a well-rested and fed child. Do not
be discouraged if your child does not cooperate straight away, take your time and try again in a moment.
Remember that babies often calm down in a carrier, so it is very likely that a child who is restless when being
put in the carrier will calm down after a short time.
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•

Remember that your baby will feel safer if your attitude towards carrying is optimistic ☺ While putting the
carrier on, smile at your baby, talk to him, hum your favorite melody.

•

Do not skip subsequent steps but follow the instructions in order.

•

The baby should always be facing the wearer, never „facing the world”.

•

During your first attempts, after fully fastening the sling, look in a mirror. Pay attention to all elements of
the carrier, to the position of the child, to your posture. When properly fastened, the sling should transfer
the child’s weight to the wearer, and should not pull forward or cause pain to the wearer. If you experience
discomfort, it is likely that some steps from the instructions need to be slightly corrected. Compare your
posture carefully with the description and photos of the correct position (description later in the manual).
Go ahead and try to adjust the shoulder straps and hip belt, the height of the buckle, etc., until you find the
most suitable settings for you.

•

The manual contains fundamental and essential information. To learn more about soft slinging, you can
follow additional instructions on our website and blog.

•

If you still experience discomfort after trying many times, contact a babywearing adviser who also has
experience in fitting slings or the manufacturer directly. We all have different shapes, weight-to-height
ratios, often postural defects or other medical conditions that can affect the comfort of wearing. Perhaps
an individual consultation will be of help.

•

If your baby has health problems and is under medical care, make sure it can be carried in a baby carrier and
show the doctor (in person or in a photo) how you are carrying your baby. Due to the variety of slings and
wearing styles, your specific situation must be carefully assessed.

•

Children may not be transported in a sling while cycling or driving any other two-wheeler.

•

It is forbidden to transport a child in the carrier by car. The only guarantee of safety is the use of a dedicated
car seat.

•

You can carry your baby in a carrier when traveling by public transport. Try to find a place where you can sit
facing backwards. Do not be afraid to ask others to give up their seat for you ☺ Avoid travelling with your
baby in a crowded vehicle or standing.

•

It is not recommended to feed the baby in a carrier, there is a risk of choking. Your reaction time will be
delayed due to the need to remove the baby from the carrier before providing first aid. Small items and
toys in the hands of a child are also dangerous. If your little one needs to hold something in their hands and
mouth while carrying them, you can give them a special teether. Remember that when carried on the back,
the possibilities of observing the child are additionally limited.

•

Balance may be disturbed by your and your baby’s movements, and you may be additionally limited in your
field of vision by carrying your baby in front. Therefore, we recommend that you exercise extreme caution
when walking up stairs, slippery surfaces and difficult terrain.

•

Remember that the carrier can be a great help and a very helpful tool in the daily functioning of parents
with disabilities. If necessary, a third party can help you put on and adjust the sling.

•

If you hand over the sling to someone to help care for the baby, hand it over with the manual and make sure
that the person can buckle the baby securely.

•

On cold days, we recommend that you wear your child under warm clothes (special blouses and jackets for
two or ordinary outerwear but several sizes larger). Wearing a warmly dressed child in a carrier over its
own jacket may reduce the wearing comfort. You can find more tips on dressing yourself and your baby on
our website and blog.

•

Keep the sling out of the reach of children when not in use.
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Soft Carrier

SHOULDER STRAP
BUCKLE FOR ADJUSTING
SHOULDER STRAPS’ LENGTH

HOOD’S ATTACHMENT
POINTS

BUCKLE FOR ADJUSTING PANEL’S HEIGHT (FOR
CARRIERS WITH ADJUSTABLE PANEL ONLY)
QUICK RELEASE BUCKLE
FOR UNFASTENING SHOULDER STRAPS

PANEL

WAIST BELT

BUCKLE FOR ADJUSTING
CHEST STRAP

•

Each ergonomic sling has shoulder straps and a waist belt that can be easily adjusted by a wearer, which
in practice means high wearing comfort regardless of size and height.

•

The baby can be transported either on the wearer’s front (belly) or back, always facing the wearer.

•

Depending on the size and type of the carrier, babies from 3 months up to 6 years can be carried.
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FRONT BABYWEARING
1. Fasten the waist belt

Fasten the hip belt very tightly. It must fit snugly against the body
of the wearer. The child must sit on the panel. The top edge of the
hip belt should be parallel to the floor. Take care that the back strap
does not sink into the lumbar region.
The location of the hip belt depends on the size of the child - with
a smaller child, fasten the belt higher and lower when dealing with
a bigger one, so that the child does not obstruct your vision. Your
baby’s head must rest near your collarbones, on the top of your
chest. Make sure that the buckle of the hip belt is placed UNDER
the elastic band each time - this is an extra protection mean in case
the buckle comes loose.

3. Wrap the baby up
with the panel

2. Take the baby in your arms

Hug the baby face to face, supporting them with your arm along
the entire height of their body. The child must put their legs around
you, sitting close to the panel. Remember that your baby’s safety
is the most important thing, pay attention to them and hold them
tight.

4. Keep supporting with one hand while
putting the other through the harness

5. Repeat the action
with the second arm

Pull the panel over the entire back of your child by guiding one hand up the panel from the waist belt. Hold the panel with your open hand.
Don’t forget to hold your baby at every stage of putting on the carrier. Until you fasten the chest strap on your back, keep holding your baby
close. If your toddler starts jumping or bending at this stage, the harness may slip off your shoulders and your child may fall out.
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6 .Fasten the chest strap

7. Tighten the shoulder straps

P

(1)

(2)

Bring your hands behind the back and fasten the buckle that
connects the shoulder straps. Once fastened, pull the harness
closer to you. Note that the height of the chest strap is adjustable.
This means that you can change the position of the fastener before
or after fastening the buckle. The chest strap must lie between your
shoulder blades. Fastened too high will burden your shoulders and
neck, while too low may lead to the harness falling off the shoulders.

Adjust the length of the harness to your height using the upper
adjustment. (1), Loosen them if they are too short, otherwise make
them tighter. If they are still too long, also tighten the second
strap (2) by pulling it forward (pulling it down causes the strap
to be blocked by the buckle). Be careful not to pull too tight. The
baby’s back in the carrier must be straight or slightly rounded. Take
care not to cause hyperextension of the baby’s back, the so-called
„inverted arch”. It happens when the back is bent forward and the
child is almost “glued” to your chest.

Fastening the shoulder straps crosswise

Hood fastening

Note that the strap at this point can be tightened in both directions
- backward and forward. You can also unfasten the harness here to
take the child out or fasten the harness crosswise. This is one of the
possible wearing options, e.g. for longer trips.

When the baby falls asleep, you can attach and put on a hood that
will hold the head in place. Attach the elastic band to a hook on the
shoulder strap. If you want to make the hood smaller, pull out more
of the elastic band so that the hood wrinkles at the sides and make
a knot on the elastic band.

As in the case of the hip belt, the buckle should pass under the
elastic band.

You can also put on a hood while your child is active (if they allow
it), e.g. to protect against wind or sun.
IMPORTANT! Make sure that the child always has free access to
air. Stay vigilant and constantly monitor your baby.
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CORRECT POSTURE OF WEARER AND BABY

COMMENTARY BY PHYSIOTHERAPIST
Using a sling or a carrier is more beneficial for parents than
carrying a baby in their arms (regardless of the baby’s age). In a
correctly selected and adjusted ergonomic carrier, the child’s
ischial tuberosity (or sit bones) and thighs are well supported.
Hip joints are in flexion and abduction, the pelvis is placed in the
correct (intermediate) position, which ensures a good position
of the spine and an appropriate muscle balance between flexors
and extensors. The adult is upright, not slouching. The spine is not
strained.
If the sling is fitted incorrectly, both the wearer and the baby may
experience considerable discomfort as the position is unfavorable
for both.
Adult:
– the pelvis is inclined;
Pay close attention to important indications.

– hyperlordosis of the lumbar spine due to excessive load;

Correctly fastened sling transfers the child’s weight onto the adult’s body. It does not pull forward and the child is sitting on the panel.

– cervical compensation - the head protrudes forward, and the
shoulders protract.
Child:

The hip belt fits snugly, its top edge is parallel to the floor. The child
can freely bend legs at the knees, their back is straight or naturally
slightly rounded. It sticks to you so tightly that there is no need to
support it with your hands, it does not lean back. The child does
not obstruct the vision of the adult. The parent’s spine has the
correct curvature. If you happen to fasten the carrier not entirely
well - don’t worry, it does not always have to be perfect ☺ Remember what position you are aiming for, what to pay attention to next
time. Wearing it for a short time will make you feel no difference,
however after a long time it will. As your child grows older, the sling
settings will also change.

– sit bones are not supported;

Ò

– the pelvis is positioned backward;
– the sacrum is overloaded, which results in a number of
irregularities in the distribution of muscle strain.
The thighs and the buttocks must be supported at the same time.

Ò

Ò

COMMENTARY BY PHYSIOTHERAPIST
When can a child keep their arms out and when does he or she have to hide them under the panel?
Children up to 5-6 months who do not do the so-called “large supports” with their hands, should have their arms tucked under the panel,
resting on the parent’s chest. If you are not convinced that your child can do this already, consult a physical therapist. Children who can
easily rest on straightened arms on a hard surface, and children who are sitting alone, may have their hands above the panel during activity.
While sleeping, each child, regardless of age, must have their hands tucked under the panel of the carrier, elbows against the chest, and
hands next to the face, i.e. they must have natural points of support, just like when sleeping on a bed. The position with dangling hands while
sleeping is not a correct pattern - the child’s cervical segment is heavily overloaded, the pelvis is positioned posteriorly, as a result of which
the sacrum is also overloaded. Remember to adjust the hands when the child falls asleep.
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BACK BABYWEARING
1. Shorten the
shoulder straps

2. Fasten the waist belt a bit
more loosely and seat the baby
on your hip

Due to the natural curvature of the spine, the baby should be
placed higher when carried on the back. Therefore, you need to
shorten the shoulder straps. At the same time, the waist belt must
be fastened higher on you (especially with a smaller child) and
slightly looser, just enough to be able to turn the carrier on yourself.

4. Fasten the chest strap’s
buckle

5. Adjust harness length to
your preferences. Tighten
the waist belt

Only after you fasten the chest belt is your baby secured and you
do not need to additionally support it. Tighten the waist belt, for
comfort you can first gently move the baby higher by placing your
hands under the panel of the carrier and bending forward a little.
Your baby should snuggle comfortably against your back. Avoid
hyperextension, as you would with front wearing position. If the
baby is bending back, it is sitting too low. Ideally, it should be able
to look from above your shoulders. Take off the sling in the reverse
order - unfasten the chest strap, holding both sides of the harness,
turn the sling over to your hip, safely remove the baby. If you feel
unsteady, ask someone to help you, or unfasten the carrier while
sitting on the bed or couch. When wearing it, constantly monitor
the baby, make sure that it has free access to air.

3. Holding tightly both shoulder straps
with one hand, turn the baby to your
back with the other one. Put your arms
into the carrier’s harness when the baby
is located in the middle of your back

Hold the straps tight. The baby is secured in this position at all
times when putting on the carrier. Do not let go of the harness until
you fasten the buckle of the chest strap.

CORRECT POSITION

6. Release the baby
following the same steps but
in the reversed order

COMMENTARY BY A PHYSIOTHERAPIST
When carried on the back, the child has a greater leg abduction
angle, therefore it is recommended for walking children (in normal
development, the child begins to walk between 12 and 18 months
of age). The child should rest on the natural arch of the adult’s
kyphosis without tilting the head back.
The load is transferred to the back. Attention should be paid to
the parent’s straight back - adjust the carrier properly so as not
to slouch. The lap belt must fit snugly so that the sit bones and
thighs are supported by the panel. The pelvis then shifts to an
intermediate position. An inadequately tightened waist belt will
cut into the baby’s buttocks, putting pressure on the sacrum, which
will cause the baby to sink deeper and lean back.
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CARRIER WITH REGULATED PANEL
The sling with an adjustable panel can be adjusted to fit children from three months to about 4 years.
When carrying the smallest children, four parameters must be met simultaneously:
• Completed 3 months of age
• Height of 62 cm
• Weight over 4 kg
• Full head control – the baby can hold their head up

A SINGLE CARRIER SUITABLE FOR THREE-MONTH-OLD AS WELL AS TWO-YEAR-OLD BABY
THREE MONTH OLD BABY

TWO-YEARS-OLD

PANEL’S HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

The adjustable buckle marked in the first photo is used to set the height of the panel. In order to lower it (for smaller children), pull the strap
down (on both sides) as much as possible, and then form a pocket with your hands. After placing your baby in the carrier, make sure that the
pocket maintains its shape, adjust the material if necessary.

PANEL’S WIDTH ADJUSTMENT

Using the guideline printed on a label located on the inner side of
the waist belt, set the appropriate width of the panel for your child
using velcro straps. Remember that the provided parameters are
only approximate, and your final setting may be slightly different
from the suggested one. The panel must reach from one child’s
knee to the other and at the same time allow legs to bend freely.
For smaller children, use your hands to form two symmetrical
pleats at the waist belt from the outside of the carrier, putting
excess material under the soft filling so that there is smooth
material under the child’s bottom without wrinkles. Make sure
your baby does not sink into the carrier.
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COMMENTARY BY PHYSIOTHERAPIST
In the context of babywearing, we can distinguish three stages of children’s development in the first year of life:
Phase 1: up to 3-3.5 months, a child with incomplete head control. At this stage of development, we carry a child only in the cradle position,
or on our hands on the side. We never carry a baby in face-to-face position.
Phase 2: after the third month, the baby has a full head control. We carry it in the cradle position; on the hands facing the world with the
pelvis tucked in an intermediate position, with the torso supported, back to the parent, symmetrically or asymmetrically, with supported sit
bones and thighs.
Phase 3: 6-9 months, the child with full torso control, sits up by himself. At the age of 9-10 months, a sitting child can be carried only with
pelvic support.
In the first phase, we carry the baby only in our arms or in a woven wrap, after consulting with a babywearing adviser.
In the second stage, we still carry the baby correctly in our arms, in a sling, or you can use a correctly fitted carrier for a maximum of 20
minutes a day, gradually extending the carrying time until the third phase is reached.
We do not carry the baby face-to-face in our arms, only in a sling or a carrier. A child who is not sitting does not have full torso control. If
the child has health problems, is under the supervision of a specialist or you have doubts about the correctness of the wearing position - ask
a child physiotherapist for evaluation. A specific case must be assessed. The physiotherapist must see the child and carefully assess your
specific case.
In the third phase, you can carry your baby freely in a carrier.
Carrying in a sling and a carrier is better for the parent than carrying a baby in the arms (regardless of its age). When carrying a baby in the
arms, an adult automatically adopts the incorrect position (see page 7):
- shoulders of the adult are protruded, which means they are pushed forward;
- shoulder blades move away from the spine and rise;
- there is an asymmetry of both the child and the adult - developing and strengthening asymmetrical patterns, especially if we hold the child
with one hand while the other has to do something.
Between the improper asymmetric hand-carrying in the second development phase and the symmetrical carrying in a properly fitted sling,
the latter option is preferred.
Remember about diversity - regardless of the stage of development, do not allow your baby to spend too much time in a carrier. Let them
have a break and provide them with an opportunity to spend some time on a hard surface, both lying on the back and on the stomach,
experience correct carrying in the arms, learn how to properly lift babies and properly care for them - this is essential in the first year of a
child’s life.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Each tape is trimmed with
an elastic band, allowing to
secure the rolled-up excess
of it.

For convenience, the hood is
detachable and can be easily
hidden away when not used.

At the quick release buckle, there is a sewn-in elastic band on the carrier, which serves as an additional
security measure in case the buckle accidentally unfastens. It is absolutely necessary to always guide
the movable part of the buckle under the elastic band.

To release the buckle from
underneath the elastic band,
it is enough to turn around
the movable part of the
buckle with one hand.

Length of the shoulder straps can be modified with the indicated
adjustable buckle. As a result, the carrier can be adjusted for
people of different height.

CARRIER’S CARING AND WASHING
The carriers do not need to be washed before the first use.
Once the carrier gets dirty, it is recommended to use a mild detergent to wash it locally in lukewarm water. Avoid
intense rubbing - discoloration may appear or the fabric in this area may pile.
Never use fabric softener, rinse with clean water.
The carrier should be hand washed in water at 30°C with a small amount of mild detergent.
After washing, use a towel to gently squeeze any excess water and dry the carrier flat. Do not dry in the sun. Do not
tumble dry. Do not iron.
When the carrier is not in use, keep it out of direct sunlight.

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone.
Treść i forma niniejszego opracowania stanowią utwór chroniony prawem autorskim.
Przedruk lub kopiowanie treści (w całości lub fragmentów) w celach komercyjnych możliwe tylko na podstawie pisemnej zgody firmy Keiki Hug.

